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STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE OF DARREN TAIT 

INTRODUCTION 

1 My full name is Darren Tait.  

2 I am the Food and Beverage Manager at Christchurch Casino 

(Casino). I have held this position for just over a year. I was 

previously the Assistant Food and Beverage Manager.  

3 I am authorised to give evidence for Pacific Park Limited (Pacific 

Park) on behalf of the Casino. 

4 The Casino has submitted on the District Plan process but did not 

submit on Stage 3. I was aware that Pacific Park had done so and 

the basis for that submission. The Casino supports Pacific Park’s 

submission and further submission entirely.   

5 The Casino is aware, however, that the provisions in the notified 

version of the pRDP have changed significantly since Pacific Park’s 

submission was lodged. In particular, the Casino is aware that CCC 

has deleted the notified provisions and proposed a new Policy 

6.1.1.6 in their place. It has been explained to me that the Policy, in 

general terms: 

5.1 Labels the Category 1 precinct as being the most appropriate 

location for late-night entertainment and hospitality, such as 

night clubs and bars; 

5.2 Labels the Category 2 precincts (excluding Victoria Street) as 

being intended to contain cafes, restaurants and takeaway 

food services; 

5.3 Labels Victoria Street as ‘an established residential area’ and 

says that activities should minimise the late-night disturbance 

of residents.  

6 It has also been explained to me that this means premises on 

Victoria Street could be required (in the reasonably near future) to 

close at earlier, or that new investment will have trading hours 

limited because of the labelling as a residential area and the 

description of Category 1 precinct as the appropriate location for 

nightclubs and bars. 

7 While the Casino is subject to different laws and licences and will not 

be directly affected by CCC’s policy, the Casino has significant 

concerns about: 

7.1 The implications of this policy on Victoria Street; and 
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7.2 The effect that any demise or downturn in late night 

entertainment and hospitality on Victoria Street will have on 

the Casino and its plans for future investment.  

8 The Casino would certainly have submitted on this Policy had it been 

notified as part of the original proposal on the sale of alcohol. The 

Casino would also have sought that existing infrastructure within the 

precinct was recognised and protected and that future investment 

was encouraged.  

THE CASINO  

9 The Casino has been situated in Victoria Street for the past 21 

years, and holds the first Casino licence ever issued in New Zealand.  

10 Victoria Street was chosen as the ideal venue for the Casino as it 

(even at the time it opened) was in perfect proximity to numerous 

hotels, bars, restaurants and other entertainment amenities. 

Victoria Street was always viewed as a great welcome to the CBD.  

11 The Casino currently has a 24 hour 7 days a week licence. This was 

utilised in full prior to the earthquakes, and the Casino employed 

540 staff.  

12 Since the earthquakes we have opened from 11.00am to 3.00am 

from Monday to Thursday, and 24 hours from 11.00am Friday –until 

3.00am Monday.  Immediately after the earthquakes we employed 

320 staff. This has grown to 476 staff today, in reflection of 

increased demand.  

13 Our main operation is gaming but this is complimented well with 

substantial food, beverage and entertainment options. The Casino 

has two bars, three restaurants, and one night club/function venue.   

THE CASINO AND VICTORIA STREET 

14 The Casino’s intent is to resume 24 hour operations as soon as 

possible. In order for this to occur, however, we need a city that is 

vibrant, and full of tourists and locals enjoying what Christchurch 

has to offer.  

15 It is also hugely important that tourists and locals are enjoying what 

the area around the Casino has to offer. This is, of course, Victoria 

Street.   

16 The benefits of having numerous (high quality) venues in the area 

are clear:  
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16.1 The Casino and other venues have a symbiotic relationship, in 

that they each attract patrons which then make use of the 

other’s premises. People coming to the Casino might have a 

dinner and drinks elsewhere on Victoria Street first, and those 

just out for dinner and drinks may come to the Casino due to 

its proximity; 

16.2 The diversity of venues in the street encourages a wide 

diversity of people from many different countries to come to 

the area and experience some of the best hospitality in New 

Zealand; and  

16.3 Like every city in the world, hospitality thrives around the 

vicinity of a Casino.  It is an anchor business and creates an 

expectation of vibrancy for tourists that this is the case.  

17 As outlined above, the Casino’s staffing has grown from 320 

immediately post-earthquakes to 476 today. The Casino puts the 

increased demand for its services down (at least in part) to 

increased foot traffic in the area following the incremental post-

earthquake development of the remainder of Victoria Street.  

18 Should Victoria Street premises be required to close early I am 

aware that the whole viability of Victoria Street as an precinct for 

late night hospitality will be in jeopardy. If this happens, the 

benefits of being located in a grouping with late trading hours will 

largely be lost to the Casino. It would certainly not make sense for 

the Casino to be open 24 hours 7 days a week.  

19 Neither is it realistic or possible for the Casino to relocate within the 

Category 1 entertainment and hospitality precinct to follow where 

the CCC implies late night bars should locate.  

THE CASINO’S INVESTMENT IN CHRISTCHURCH 

20 CCC’s policy, if included in the District Plan, will also have an effect 

on the Casino’s existing and future investment in Christchurch.   

Existing investment 

21 Since the earthquakes, the Casino has invested $3 million in 

developing its own night club/function centre (Mashina Lounge) 

within the Casino. This investment was made on the basis of having 

a substantial amount of foot traffic in the area, who wanted a place 

to dance and generally enjoy themselves. In that respect, we are 

the same as other bar owners in Victoria Street.  

Future investment 

22 The Casino also has plans (currently before the Urban Design Panel) 

to develop a 209 bedroom hotel with a 400 square metre conference 
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and banqueting facility, 500 carparks and 7 retail/hospitality outlets 

on land directly across from the Casino next door to The Bog. The 

expected cost is expected to be up to $100 million.   

23 In discussions with Christchurch Canterbury Tourism and New 

Zealand Trade & Enterprise this project has been identified as a key 

project to the revitalisation of not only Christchurch but for New 

Zealand tourism in general. This reflects the current shortfall in 

quality accommodation catering to the international market, and it 

also goes a long way to alleviating some of the previously identified 

car parking issue in the CBD especially when the strategic location 

of the site is considered. It is in close proximity to what will be 

popular destinations in our rebuilt city, and is also located near 

major bus routes. 

24 The development will also create hundreds of jobs, bring up to 400-

500 (primarily international) tourists into the area at any one time, 

and speed up the regeneration of Christchurch.  

25 CCC’s proposal significant impacts of the viability and attractiveness 

of the development: 

25.1 Tourists will find the accommodation much less attractive if a 

vibrant late night entertainment precinct is not within walking 

distance. There are very few cities in the world where you 

stay in a quality 4.5 star hotel in the central city and do not 

have options late night in the very close vicinity. Precinct 1 is 

not in the vicinity; and 

25.2 Tenants and operators are likely to be much more difficult to 

attract.  

26 There will be a question mark over this development should any 

uncertainty as to the suitability of Victoria Street for late-night 

entertainment and hospitality remain coming out of this process. I 

am very concerned at the comments I am hearing from the other 

operators on Victoria Street.   

OTHER COMMENTS 

27 The Casino is disappointed in the approach taken by CCC. 

28 It considers that it disadvantages all business owners in the north-

west of the CBD, completely disregarding the fact that these people 

were the ones who took huge risks and invested in the Central City 

shortly after the earthquakes. This area brought life back into the 

City for the first two to three years post-earthquakes and now CCC 

appears to want to tell late night operators they are not welcome in 

Victoria Street, and require investment to relocate to precinct 1. 
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29 It is also a disservice to tourists and all of those involved in 

rebuilding Christchurch’s tourist industry. Providing a full range of 

services including late night hospitality is critical to getting tourists 

back into our city and ensuring the viability of investment in hotels, 

motels and backpackers.  

Dated: 17 February 2016 

 

Darren Tait 
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